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Abstract Over the past decade, records of the seawater neodymium isotopic composition (𝜖Nd) have
become a widely used proxy to reconstruct changes in ocean circulation. Our study investigates the
transient response of 𝜖Nd to large-scale ocean circulation changes using an Earth system model of
intermediate complexity. It is shown that a weakening of the North Atlantic Deep Water formation results
in positive 𝜖Nd anomalies in the Atlantic and the Pacific below 1000 m water depth whereas variations in
Antarctic Bottom Water production generate a Pacific-Atlantic dipole pattern of deep ocean 𝜖Nd changes.
Further experiments explore which ocean regions are suitable to record the temporal evolution of the
overturning in the North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean by means of 𝜖Nd data. High local correlations
occur between simulated Southern Ocean overturning changes and simulated 𝜖Nd anomalies in the deep
North Pacific and almost globally for simulated North Atlantic overturning changes, respectively, clearly
indicating the strong potential of 𝜖Nd to work as a proxy of past ocean circulation changes. Finally, the
compromising effects of simultaneously occurring anomalies in the North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean
overturning cells on reconstructions of past ocean circulation changes are identified. Combining our model
simulations with currently available core data, our study demonstrates that changes in 𝜖Nd documented in
numerous Atlantic paleorecords clearly support the notion of a strengthening in the Atlantic Meridional
Overturning Circulation over the course of Termination 1.

1. Introduction

Climate variability over the last glacial cycles has been closely linked to large-scale ocean circulation
changes. To reconstruct past ocean circulation variability, various proxies have been used, such as Pa/Th
[e.g., Hoffmann et al., 2013; Lippold et al., 2012; McManus et al., 2004; Negre et al., 2010; Burke et al.,
2011; Marchal et al., 2000; Yu et al., 1996], benthic 𝛿13C [e.g., Pahnke and Zahn, 2005; Curry and Oppo,
2005; Hesse et al., 2011] and Δ14C [e.g., Okazaki et al., 2010; Skinner et al., 2010; Butzin et al., 2005]. In
the last decade, a growing number of studies have relied on records of the isotopic composition of
neodymium (Nd) to draw conclusions about past ocean circulation changes [Rutberg et al., 2000; Piotrowski
et al., 2004; Foster et al., 2007; Gutjahr et al., 2008; Piotrowski et al., 2008; Pahnke et al., 2008; Robinson and
van de Flierdt, 2009; Piotrowski et al., 2009; Colin et al., 2010; Gutjahr et al., 2010; Horikawa et al., 2010; Roberts
et al., 2010; Crocket et al., 2011; Gutjahr and Lippold, 2011; Xie et al., 2012; Piotrowski et al., 2012; Pena et al.,
2013; Noble et al., 2013].

Neodymium is a rare Earth element with seven naturally occurring isotopes. The five isotopes 142Nd, 143Nd,
145Nd, 146Nd, and 148Nd are stable. 144Nd and 150Nd are radioactive isotopes. However, their half-life times
are estimated to be in the order of 1015 and 1019 years, respectively. Thus, they can be regarded as stable for
the timescales considered here.

The Nd isotopic composition (𝜖Nd) is expressed in the 𝜖-notation defined as

𝜖Nd =

(
(143Nd∕144Nd)sample

(143Nd∕144Nd)CHUR
− 1

)
× 104 (1)

where CHUR represents the present-day Chondritic Uniform Reservoir, which amounts to 0.512638
[Jacobsen and Wasserburg, 1980]. The radiogenic isotope 143Nd is the decay product of 147Sm, which is why
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Figure 1. Shaded: Continental values of 𝜖Nd [Jeandel et al., 2007; Roy et al., 2007] used for relaxation at the continental
boundaries of the ocean model between 0 and 3000 m. Locations of currently available 𝜖Nd data with a focus on the
Last Glacial Termination are indicated by crosses. Please see also Table 1 for details regarding the cores. Stippled areas
indicate regions of freshwater (FW) forcing for the different experiments. See also Table 2 for experiment details.

the 𝜖Nd is a function of the Sm/Nd ratio which in turn is higher in the Earth’s mantle compared to its crust.
As a consequence, the Nd isotopic composition of the continents is subject to a heterogeneous distribution
[Goldstein and Hemming, 2003; Jeandel et al., 2007] (see Figure 1). The mainly young, mantle-derived rocks
surrounding the Pacific are found to have high 𝜖Nd values, whereas the age of the rocks that encompasses
the North Atlantic is in the order of 109 years resulting in lower isotopic ratios [Frank, 2002].

The change in 𝜖Nd of seawater at the ocean margins is thought to be largely determined by local weathering
inputs from rivers and by exchange with the sediment—referred to as “boundary exchange” (BE) [Lacan and
Jeandel, 2005]—leaving an imprint of the regional 𝜖Nd signature on the water mass. In the ocean interior, 𝜖Nd

exhibits a quasi-conservative behavior hence bearing the potential to operate as a tracer of ocean circula-
tion and mixing [Piepgras and Wasserburg, 1982; von Blanckenburg, 1999; Goldstein and Hemming, 2003]. Nd
isotopes are incorporated into Fe-Mn coatings at the seafloor. Thus, these precipitates can preserve the iso-
topic composition of the water mass directly overlying the sediment and can potentially provide insights
into the state of the ocean circulation at the time of formation. (Please refer to Tachikawa et al. [2014] for a
detailed review.)

Substantial effort has been undertaken to model the cycling of Nd and 𝜖Nd in the ocean. The complexity of
the approaches runs the gamut from box models [Bertram and Elderfield, 1993] to simplify modeling sim-
ulations of the 𝜖Nd cycle in ocean general circulation models of different resolution [Arsouze et al., 2007,
2008, 2010; Jones et al., 2008] to sophisticated studies of both Nd concentrations and 𝜖Nd [Siddall et al., 2008;
Arsouze et al., 2009; Rempfer et al., 2011].

The study by Rempfer et al. [2012a] was the first to investigate the relationship between 𝜖Nd and changes
in the overturning circulation in idealized model experiments. They showed that 𝜖Nd variations occur in
response to simulated millennial-scale changes in overturning and found the largest simulated 𝜖Nd varia-
tions in regions where the contribution of water masses depends on the circulation regime. The study also
documented that the sign of simulated 𝜖Nd anomalies in the deep Atlantic and Pacific differs between over-
turning changes in the North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean which facilitates discrimination between the
two overturning cells in case 𝜖Nd records from the deep Atlantic and Pacific are available. Overall, Rempfer et
al. [2012a] demonstrated the large potential of 𝜖Nd as an indicator of past ocean circulation and its limitation
for quantitative reconstructions of MOC changes.

Our study builds on the results of Rempfer et al. [2012a] by showing the fingerprints of large-scale MOC
changes in a three-dimensional Earth system model. In addition, we are exploring which ocean seafloor
regions are promising to record and reconstruct meridional overturning changes occurring in the North
Atlantic and the Southern Ocean. The possibility to reconstruct ocean circulation changes during the Last
Glacial Termination from currently available 𝜖Nd data is investigated using two different nonparametric
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Table 1. Name, Location, Depth, and Reference for 𝜖Nd Cores Used in This Studya

Core Name Location Depth Reference Panel

North Atlantic
ODP-980 55.4833◦N / 14.7000◦W 2168 m Crocket et al. [2011] m
MD01-2454G 55.5193◦N / 15.6513◦W 747 m Colin et al. [2010] c
BOFS 8K 52.5000◦N / 22.1000◦W 4045 m Piotrowski et al. [2012] n
OCE326-GGC6 33.6907◦N / 57.5760◦W 4541 m Roberts et al. [2010] r
ODP-1063 33.6833◦N / 57.6167◦W 4584 m Gutjahr and Lippold [2011] s
12JPC 29.0747◦N / 72.8983◦W 4250 m Gutjahr et al. [2008] o
KNR166-2-26JPC 24.3270◦N / 83.2523◦W 546 m Xie et al. [2012] d
KNR166-2-31JPC 24.2197◦N / 83.2958◦W 751 m Xie et al. [2012] e
MD99-2198 12.1500◦N / 61.3833◦W 1330 m Pahnke et al. [2008] h
VM12-107 11.3300◦N / 66.6300◦W 1079 m Xie et al. [2014] i
KNR197-3-25GGC 7.7045◦N / 53.7853◦W 671 m Huang et al. [2014] j
KNR197-3-46CDH 7.8360◦N / 53.6633◦W 947 m Huang et al. [2014] j
KNR197-3-9GGC 7.9300◦N / 53.5752◦W 1100 m Huang et al. [2014] j

South Atlantic
KNR159-5-36GGC 27.8500◦S / 46.7833◦W 1268 m Pahnke et al. [2008] g
RC11-83 41.0700◦S / 9.7170◦E 4718 m Rutberg et al. [2000] q

Piotrowski et al. [2004]
Piotrowski et al. [2005]
Piotrowski et al. [2008]

TNO57-21 40.1300◦S / 7.8200◦E 4981 m Piotrowski et al. [2005] l
Piotrowski et al. [2008]

MD07-3076 44.0743◦S / 14.2078◦W 3770 m Skinner et al. [2013] i

North Pacific
BOW-8A 54.7833◦N / 176.9167◦E 884 m Horikawa et al. [2010] a
MV99-MC19/ 23.5000◦N / 111.6000◦W 705 m Basak et al. [2010] f
GC31/PC08

South Pacific
ODP-1123 41.7860◦S / 171.4990◦W 3290 m Elderfield et al. [2012] p
CHAT 3K 42.6600◦S / 167.5000◦W 4,802 m Noble et al. [2013] k
CHAT 5K 40.7800◦S / 171.5500◦W 4240 m Noble et al. [2013] k
CHAT 10K 40.0300◦S / 180.0000◦W 3003 m Noble et al. [2013] k
CHAT 16K 42.5333◦S / 178.4983◦W 1408 m Noble et al. [2013] k

Indian Ocean
SK129CR2 3.0000◦N / 76.0000◦E 3800 m Piotrowski et al. [2009] b

aLetter in the right column indicates the panel in which temporal evolution of core data are shown
by Figure 2. See also Figure 1 for core locations. ODP, Ocean Drilling Program.

regression techniques. Furthermore, we demonstrate the deteriorating effects of simultaneously occurring
changes in North Atlantic and Southern Ocean overturning on the interpretation of 𝜖Nd records. Finally, the
shared variability of a compilation of currently available 𝜖Nd records from the Atlantic during Termination 1 is
analyzed with regard to the changes in the simulated North Atlantic overturning circulation in our idealized
model experiments.

Our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the currently available 𝜖Nd records that
cover the Last Glacial Termination. The configuration of the Earth system model is explained in section 3 and
in the supporting information. Detailed descriptions of the 𝜖Nd modeling and the experiment design are
given in sections 4 and 5, respectively. Our results are presented and discussed in section 6, and a summary
is given in section 7.

2. 𝝐Nd Data for Termination I

The paleo 𝜖Nd data sets used in the present study were selected based on the following criteria: (1) coverage
of the Last Glacial Termination or parts of it and (2) a sufficient temporal resolution. The locations of 26 cores
were investigated with regard to their potential to record overturning changes through 𝜖Nd anomalies in
the ambient water. Eleven cores were selected from the North Atlantic [Colin et al., 2010; Crocket et al., 2011;
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Figure 2. Currently available 𝜖Nd data with focus on the Last Glacial Termination. Please see Table 1 for details regarding the cores and Figure 1 for core locations.

Gutjahr et al., 2008; Gutjahr and Lippold, 2011; Pahnke et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2012;
Piotrowski et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2014], four from the South Atlantic [Rutberg et al., 2000;
Piotrowski et al., 2004, 2005, 2008; Pahnke et al., 2008; Skinner et al., 2013] . Two cores are located in the North
Pacific [Horikawa et al., 2010; Basak et al., 2010]. One core is located in the Northern Indian Ocean [Piotrowski
et al., 2009], and five cores stem from the Chatham Rise in the Southern Ocean [Elderfield et al., 2012; Noble
et al., 2013]. Figure 1 depicts the core locations. The cores cover depths ranging from 546 m to 4981 m.
Table 1 provides an overview of the core locations and references. The temporal evolution of the 𝜖Nd data
across Termination I is presented in Figure 2.

3. Model Configuration

To study the response of 𝜖Nd to changes in ocean circulation, we conducted a series of idealized fresh-
water perturbation experiments under preindustrial climate conditions using the atmosphere-ocean-sea
ice-carbon cycle model LOVECLIM [Goosse et al., 2010]. LOVECLIM is based on the ECBilt-CLIO Earth system
model of intermediate complexity extended by vegetation and marine carbon cycle components. A more
detailed model description can be found in the supporting information.

An additional passive tracer was initialized in order to study the effects of large-scale changes in ocean cir-
culation on the distribution of 𝜖Nd. Subsequently, freshwater forcing was applied over different regions to
induce changes in the different meridional overturning circulation cells. Details on the configurations and
the experiment designs are given in the following two sections.

4. Simulation of the Neodymium Isotopic Composition

The Nd isotopic composition of seawater is mainly determined by the exchange at the continental margins,
input through rivers and dust, and an internal cycling caused by adsorption of and desorption from sinking
particles (reversible scavenging). A recent modeling study by Rempfer et al. [2011] revealed that the bound-
ary exchange (BE) between seawater and the continental margins represents the major source (∼90%) of
Nd, whereas riverine and dust input are important in the upper 500 m. With regard to the effect on the Nd
isotopic composition of seawater, Rempfer et al. [2012b] stated that variations in 𝜖Nd resulting from changes
in dust or river input are relatively small and largely constrained to the upper 1000 m of the water column. In
our study, we chose to solely simulate the variations in 𝜖Nd and not the actual cycling of Nd isotopes mainly
to reduce the computational effort. In our simplified approach, only BE of 𝜖Nd is taken into account follow-
ing the approach of Arsouze et al. [2007]. 𝜖Nd is implemented as a passive tracer which is subject to the exact
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same advection and mixing as, e.g., temperature and salinity. The BE is parametrized through a relaxation at
the continental margins of the ocean model at depths between 0 and 3000 m:

Δ𝜖Nd = 1
𝜏(z)

⋅ (mask𝜖Nd − 𝜖Nd) (2)

𝜕𝜖Nd

𝜕t
= Δ𝜖Nd + advection + mixing (3)

The relaxation values at the continental margins (mask𝜖Nd , Figure 1) follow data of Jeandel et al. [2007]
(with updated values for Antarctica by Roy et al. [2007]) which have been interpolated onto the grid of the
ocean model around its continental margins for depths of 0–3000 m. The relaxation timescale 𝜏(z) increases
exponentially with depth [Arsouze et al., 2007, 2008]

𝜏(z) = 0.5 ⋅ e
z[m]

500 m [years] (4)

The above equation results in relaxation timescales of 𝜏(0 m) = 0.5 years; 𝜏(1500 m)≃10 years and
𝜏(3000 m)≃200 years, respectively. The concept of a depth-dependent relaxation timescale is motivated
by the different magnitudes of current velocities at different depths with higher velocities providing more
energy for sediment-seawater interactions. It must be noted, however, that a recent study reported a bound-
ary exchange influence at 4000 m along the Madagascar and Mascarene margins [Wilson et al., 2012].
Furthermore, uncertainty is introduced by the fact that the boundary exchange kinetics are most likely also
governed by the type of source rock. For instance, Wilson et al. [2013] reported that a volcanic component in
sediments contributes preferentially to the BE of 𝜖Nd. Therefore, the BE may be subject to large geographic
variability. Given the lack of global data of BE rates, we pursue the more idealized approach described
by equation (3).

The effect of reversible scavenging on the local 𝜖Nd composition of seawater is neglected in our parametriza-
tion. Due to the fact that 143Nd and 144Nd are isotopes of the same element with virtually identical masses,
no isotopic fractionation occurs during the processes of adsorption onto sinking particles and desorption
during dissolution. However, reversible scavenging represents a vertical piggyback transport of 𝜖Nd as near
surface 𝜖Nd values are exported to the deep through sinking particles. The latter can cause an offset of 𝜖Nd

values compared to other water mass tracers such as salinity (see Figure 10 in Rempfer et al. [2011]).

Whereas reversible scavenging is one important component to explain the vertical distribution of Nd,
the contribution of different particle types and adsorption coefficients remains highly elusive [Siddall et
al., 2008]. Furthermore, it is unclear to what degree reversible scavenging affects the 𝜖Nd distribution. On
the one hand, modeling studies demonstrated a dependency of 𝜖Nd on the parametrization of reversible
scavenging [Arsouze et al., 2009; Siddall et al., 2008; Rempfer et al., 2011]. On the other hand, observa-
tional studies concluded that the behavior of 𝜖Nd can be regarded as “quasi-conservative” [Piepgras and
Wasserburg, 1982; von Blanckenburg, 1999; Goldstein and Hemming, 2003].

In our control simulation, the 𝜖Nd tracer is initialized with a value of zero in the entire model domain of the
ocean component of the LOVECLIM model. The Earth system model is then integrated under preindus-
trial boundary conditions (except for the closed Bering Strait) using the described relaxation scheme. After
4000 years the 𝜖Nd tracer is equilibrated in all ocean basins. Figure 3 shows a validation of simulated 𝜖Nd

values against the global compilation of seawater 𝜖Nd [Lacan et al., 2012]. The model is capable of repro-
ducing the large-scale features of 𝜖Nd with positive (negative) end-member values in the North Atlantic
(North Pacific). The lowest values of 𝜖Nd are found near the production regions of North Atlantic Deep Water
(NADW). In agreement with the observations, 𝜖Nd clearly increases along the path of the NADW in our sim-
ulation (not shown). High-simulated 𝜖Nd values are present at the continental margins in the North Pacific.
In the North Pacific and in particular in the North Atlantic simulated 𝜖Nd values exhibit a larger scatter than
the observations (Figure 3a, black and red crosses). We speculate that in case of the North Atlantic the
substantial deviations are at least partly caused by the strong spatial gradient in 𝜖Nd that exist between
Greenland/Scandinavia and Iceland (Figure 1). The relatively coarse resolution of the model does not allow
for a reliable representation of features associated with a strong spatial 𝜖Nd gradient. With respect to the
North Pacific we suppose that the lack of reversible scavenging in the parametrization of the seawater 𝜖Nd

may lead to a slightly overestimated vertical 𝜖Nd gradient compared to the observations.
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Figure 3. (a) Observed [Lacan et al., 2012] and simulated 𝜖Nd. Colors indicate different ocean basins provided in the
panel. The point-to-point correlation is 0.76. The RMS-error amounts to 5.0. (b) Distribution of simulated (dashed blue
line) and observed (solid black line) 𝜖Nd (bin size: 5).

In the South Atlantic, the South Pacific, the Southern Ocean, and the Indian Ocean 𝜖Nd observations are well
captured by the model simulation. Overall, the point-to-point pattern correlation between the observations
[Lacan et al., 2012] and the simulated values at the corresponding model grid cells is 0.76 (Figure 3a), and
the distributions of simulated and observed 𝜖Nd are in good agreement (Figure 3b) which provides further
confidence in our simplified approach.

In this study we employ a simplified parametrization of seawater 𝜖Nd that is admittedly subject to numerous
shortcomings and caveats as outlined above. However, we chose to only simulate 𝜖Nd instead of the actual
Nd isotopes.

As much as a more elaborated parametrization that includes the cycling of the actual Nd isotopes would
be desirable, it should be noted that the latter is also subject to large uncertainties arising mainly from the
sources of Nd and insufficiently constrained coefficients that enter the governing equations (see Rempfer et
al. [2011] for a detailed discussion).

In addition, the focus of our manuscript is the transient response of seawater 𝜖Nd to large-scale reorganiza-
tions in ocean circulation (see next section for experiment design). It needs to be kept in mind that these
changes are associated with large-scale changes in, e.g., wind fields, precipitation patterns, sea surface tem-
perature, and nutrient availability. These changes are believed to have largely altered dust input [Moreno
et al., 2002; Itambi et al., 2009; Kienast et al., 2013], river runoff [Tjallingii et al., 2008], and marine primary
production [Thomas et al., 1995; Kienast et al., 2006; Menviel et al., 2008] making it even more difficult to
validate the numerous assumptions regarding dust and river input of Nd as well as the adsorption and
desorption of Nd on particle surfaces that more complex parametrizations are partly based on.

Finally, it should be noted that the overall model performance in particular with respect to the represen-
tation of ocean currents and water mass distribution will have a strong effect on the reproduction of 𝜖Nd

observations. Mismatches in the 𝜖Nd simulation can originate from an insufficient parametrization of the
𝜖Nd or Nd cycle as well as from biases in the modeled ocean circulation which affects the distribution of
simulated water masses and thus the one of simulated 𝜖Nd. Hence, one has to be cautious with the adjust-
ment of parameters of the 𝜖Nd or Nd cycle as it bears the risk of tuning the 𝜖Nd or Nd parametrization to, e.g.,
insufficient model physics.

5. Experiment Design

A series of experiments is conducted to study the transient response of 𝜖Nd to large-scale ocean circulation
changes and to test the usefulness of 𝜖Nd as a water mass tracer. Ocean circulation changes were induced
by freshwater (FW) forcing in different ocean regions indicated by the stippled areas in Figure 1. The FW
forcing was applied over ocean grid points only and without the use of salt compensation as the latter leads
to artifacts in the ocean circulation response [Stocker et al., 2007]. The FW forcing used in the simulations is
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Table 2. Abbreviations and Descriptions of the Model Experiments and Locations and Strength
of the Freshwater (FW) Forcinga

Model Run Description FW-Forcing Region FW-Forcing Details

simulation of a North Atlantic constant
AMOC− Heinrich event 2000 years

0.5 Sv
simulation of North Atlantic constant

AMOC+ an AMOC 2000 years
strengthening −0.5 Sv
simulation of North Pacific constant

PMOC+ a NPac MOC 2000 years
strengthening −0.35 Sv
simulation of a Ross Sea and constant

SOMOC− Southern Ocean Weddell Sea 1000 years
MOC shutdown 0.2 Sv
simulation of a Ross Sea and constant

SOMOC+ Southern Ocean MOC Weddell Sea 1000 years
strengthening −0.2 Sv

AMOC±m alternating AMOC North Atlantic alternating
(millennial scale) strengthening ±0.5 Sv

and weakening for 2000 years
SOMOC±m alternating Southern Ross Sea and alternating
(millennial scale) Ocean MOC strengthening Weddell Sea ±0.2 Sv

and weakening for 2000 years
AMOC±c alternating AMOC North Atlantic alternating
(centennial scale) strengthening ±0.5 Sv

and weakening for 200 years
SOMOC±c alternating Southern Ross Sea and alternating
(centennial scale) Ocean MOC strengthening Weddell Sea ±0.2 Sv

and weakening for 200 years
simultaneous North Atlantic, alternating

MIXVAR1 AMOC + SOMOC Ross Sea and combination
strengthening Weddell Sea of AMOC±m

and weakening and SOMOC±c

simultaneous North Atlantic, alternating
MIXVAR2 AMOC + SOMOC Ross Sea and combination

strengthening Weddell Sea of AMOC±c

and weakening and SOMOC±m

aA negative FW forcing indicates FW extraction from the surface. See stippled areas in
Figure 1 for FW-forcing regions. The temporal evolutions of the FW forcing and the over-
turning indices are shown in Figure 4. AMOC, Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation;
SOMOC, Southern Ocean Meridional Overturning; MOC, Meridional Overturning Circulation;
PMOC, Pacific Meridional Overturning Circulation. Sv, sverdrup (106 m3/s).

highly idealized and oriented on the sensitivity of the Earth system model. It is not intended to represent

reconstructed changes in past sea level.

In total we conducted 11 model experiments. There are five baseline simulations using constant FW forcing

in a single ocean basin: AMOC−, AMOC+, PMOC+, SOMOC−, and SOMOC+. Furthermore, there are four sim-

ulations with alternating FW forcing in a single ocean basin: AMOC±c, SOMOC±c, AMOC±m, and SOMOC±m.

Finally, two model runs use the alternating FW forcings applied simultaneously to the North Atlantic and the

Southern Ocean sinking regions: MIXVAR1 and MIXVAR2 (Table 2).

The mean state of the meridional overturning stream functions in the Pacific and the Atlantic prior to the

FW forcing is shown in Figures 4a and 4b. Figures 4c–4m show the FW forcing and anomalies in the individ-

ual meridional overturning circulation cells of the North Atlantic, the Southern Ocean, and the North Pacific,

respectively. The perturbations in the overturning circulation cells generate substantial changes in merid-

ional heat transport and are thus associated with large-scale climate change. Here we will focus solely on the

effects of ocean circulation changes on the seawater 𝜖Nd distribution. Details regarding overturning-induced
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Figure 4. (a and b) Mean meridional overturning stream function in Sv prior to FW forcing. (c–m) AMOC (pink), SOMOC (black), and PMOC (green) anomalies and
FW forcing (blue, right-hand axis) in Sv for model runs indicated in the panels. In Figures 4l and 4m, dashed blue lines indicate FW forcing applied in the Southern
Ocean; dash-dotted blue lines depict FW forcing applied in the North Atlantic. See also Table 2 and section 5 for details. Dashed vertical lines in Figures 4a–4e
indicate averaging intervals for anomalies shown in Figure 5. All anomalies are calculated with respect to mean state prior to FW forcing.

changes in global climate can be found in e.g., Menviel et al. [2008, 2010, 2012], Bozbiyik et al. [2011], and
Chikamoto et al. [2012].

The following paragraph provides details for all model experiments (see also Table 2):

1. Experiment AMOC− is a simulation mimicking ocean circulation changes during Heinrich event 1
[Hemming, 2004]. A constant FW hosing of 0.5 Sv was applied for 2000 years (model years 51–2050)
over the North Atlantic (see Figure 1; approximately: 50◦N–70◦N; 70◦W–10◦E). The AMOC is strongly
reduced to values of about 4 Sv (The strength of the AMOC is defined as the maximum of the meridional
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stream function in the North Atlantic.) (Figure 4c). This weak state lasts for about 3000 years in qualitative
agreement with Pa/Th data from the North Atlantic by McManus et al. [2004].

2. The idealized forcing in experiment AMOC+ is opposed to the one in AMOC−. FW is extracted at a con-
stant rate of 0.5 Sv from the North Atlantic for 2000 years. The associated buoyancy anomalies result in an
AMOC strengthening of about 10 Sv (Figure 4d).

3. Experiment PMOC+ (Figure 4e) shows the contribution of deep water formation in the North Pacific
to 𝜖Nd changes in the Pacific. FW is extracted at a constant rate of 0.35 Sv from the region: 45◦N–65◦N;
145◦E–135◦W for 2000 model years. The resulting PMOC anomalies reach ∼16 Sv.

4. A weakening of the Southern Ocean Meridional Overturning (SOMOC), for example, in response to an
Antarctic ice sheet instability [Menviel et al., 2010; Weber et al., 2014] is simulated in experiment SOMOC−
(Figure 4f ). A highly idealized constant FW hosing of 0.2 Sv is applied for 1000 model years mainly over
the Ross and Weddell Sea (namely: 62◦S–80◦S; 160◦E–10◦E).

5. A strengthening of the SOMOC is generated in experiment SOMOC+ (Figure 4g). The FW forcing is oppo-
site to the one in experiment SOMOC−. This run partly simulates conditions as hypothesized for the
glacial ocean with a stronger influence of bottom water of southern origin [Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 2007;
Lund et al., 2011].

Four runs with alternating FW forcing are conducted in order to study the local correlation and lead-lag
relationships between the AMOC/SOMOC and 𝜖Nd anomalies on a centennial scale (AMOC±c, SOMOC±c)
and a millennial scale (AMOC±m, SOMOC±m), respectively. Anomalous FW forcing is applied in the North
Atlantic (0.5 Sv) and the Southern Ocean (0.2 Sv), respectively, for 200 (centennial scale) and 2000 (millennial
scale) model years. Subsequently, FW is extracted at the same rate for the same time. The forcing regions are
identical to the ones mentioned above. The response of the MOC in the different ocean basins is shown by
Figures 4h–4k. Global maps of correlations between the alternating MOC indices and the local 𝜖Nd anoma-
lies are calculated at lags ranging from 0 to 1000 model years (0 to 200 model years for centennial scale) to
determine the relationship between ocean circulation changes and 𝜖Nd anomalies in various regions.

Finally, two model runs are conducted in which the alternating FW forcings of the four above mentioned
simulations are applied simultaneously to the North Atlantic or the Southern Ocean sinking regions
(Figures 4l and 4m). The run MIXVAR1 combines the centennial-scale FW forcing of the SOMOC (as in
SOMOC±c) and the millennial-scale forcing of the AMOC (as in AMOC±m) and vice versa in MIXVAR2. Note,
however, that the circulation anomalies are far from being a simple superposition of the simulations with
separate alternating forcing. In particular, the amplitude of centennial-scale SOMOC variability is strongly
enhanced when the AMOC is in a stronger-than-normal phase (Figure 4l). The reasoning behind this
approach is that AMOC and SOMOC changes may have occurred at the same time in the past which could
significantly complicate their respective detection using 𝜖Nd. Thus, these simulations will help determine
the covariability between ocean overturning changes and 𝜖Nd anomalies when changes in Northern and
Southern source waters occur simultaneously.

It needs to be emphasized that in all experiments a fraction of the FW forcing that is applied over one region
can be advected to other regions of the world ocean. For example, anomalous FW forcing applied in the
North Atlantic in experiment AMOC+ can be advected to the Southern Ocean. This can cause anomalies in
the Antarctic bottom water (AABW) formation (Figure 4c). Even though this represents a potentially realistic
scenario in the context of past ocean circulation changes, it makes it challenging to completely disentangle
the individual contribution of the respective overturning anomalies in terms of 𝜖Nd changes.

6. Results and Discussion
6.1. 𝝐Nd Fingerprints of MOC Changes
The simulated overturning changes induced by FW forcing result in substantial 𝜖Nd anomalies in various
ocean regions. Figure 5 depicts zonal means of simulated 𝜖Nd anomalies and the corresponding simulated
overturning cells for the Atlantic and the Pacific, respectively. The temporal averaging intervals for the zonal
means and the overturning cells are indicated by the dashed vertical lines in Figures 4c–4g. Figure 6 shows
the spatially averaged temporal evolution of the 𝜖Nd anomalies for five different ocean basins.

In case of an AMOC weakening (experimentAMOC−) the supply of North Atlantic waters with very negative
values in 𝜖Nd to the deep oceans is strongly reduced, thus resulting in positive 𝜖Nd anomalies below 1000 m
(Figures 5a and 5b). In the Atlantic positive anomalies are largest along the path of NADW (2000–3000 m,
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Figure 5. (a–j) 𝜖Nd anomalies averaged over Pacific (Figures 5a, 5c, 5e, 5g, 5i) and Atlantic (Figures 5b, 5d, 5f, 5h, 5j) for model experiments as indicated on the
right-hand side with respect to mean state prior to FW forcing. (k–t) Strength of meridional overturning stream function (Sv) for Pacific (Figures 5k, 5m, 5o, 5q, 5s)
and Atlantic (Figures 5l, 5n, 5p, 5r, 5t) for model experiments as indicated on the right-hand side. See dashed vertical lines in Figures 4c–4g for temporal averaging
intervals. The mean meridional overturning stream functions for the Pacific and the Atlantic prior to the FW forcing are shown in Figures 4a and 4b.

not shown). The largest positive 𝜖Nd anomalies are found in the deep North Pacific attaining values of
up to 5 units (Figure 5a). The temporal evolution of simulated 𝜖Nd anomalies exhibits that anomalies in
the deep North Pacific develop with a delay of several hundred years compared to the ones in the North
Atlantic (Figures 6f and 6k). In the Northern Indian Ocean anomalies reach 0.5–1.0 units (Figure 6z). Simu-
lated positive anomalies of about 1 unit in the deep South Atlantic are in good agreement with Piotrowski
et al. [2008] (their Figure 3) who found a similar increase for H1, H4, and H6 for high-resolution records of
the sediment cores RC11-83 (41.60◦S, 9.72◦E, 4718 m) and TNO57-21 (40.13◦S, 7.82◦E, 4981 m), respec-
tively (Figure 2q). Anomalies of similar magnitude were found in the intermediate South Atlantic for H1 by
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Figure 6. (a–e) MOC anomalies in Sv and (f–𝛿) 𝜖Nd anomalies averaged over different ocean basins and depths of 2000–3000 m (red) and 3000-5500 m (blue)
for model experiments indicated above the panels. The ocean basins are NAtl (Figures 6f–6j): 60◦W–15◦E, 30◦N–70◦N; NPac (Figures 6k–6o): 130◦E–120◦W,
45◦N–65◦N; SAtl (Figures 6p–6t): 60◦W–15◦E, 45◦S–70◦S; SPac (Figures 6u–6y): 150◦E–70◦W, 45◦S–70◦S; and NInd (Figures 6z–6𝛿): 45◦E–100◦W, 0◦N–30◦N.
Anomalies are calculated with respect to mean state prior to FW forcing.

Pahnke et al. [2008] (core: KNR159-5-36GGC; 27.51◦S, 46.47◦W, 1268 m, Figure 2g) which is reproduced by
our AMOC− experiment.

Near the surface of the North Atlantic negative anomalies prevail as less water low in 𝜖Nd is exported to the
deep ocean compared to the strong AMOC case. In the subtropical North Atlantic the simulation exhibits
positive anomalies below 1000 m and negative anomalies at shallower depths (Figure 5b). With regard to
shallow water depths, however, it should be kept in mind that our simplified modeling approach cannot
account for additional 𝜖Nd anomalies that may be caused by changes in dust input or river runoff during
an AMOC weakening. Confidence in our results is provided by the fact that this change of sign of the 𝜖Nd

anomalies can also be found in paleorecords for H1 and the Younger Dryas. The core MD99-2198 [Pahnke et
al., 2008] from 1330 m shows a positive anomaly of about 1 unit during H1 and YD (Figure 2h) whereas the
shallower core KNR166-2-26JPC (546 m) [Xie et al., 2012] exhibits negative 𝜖Nd anomalies for these events
(Figure 2d). The core KNR166-2-31JPC (751 m) [Xie et al., 2012] exhibits a negative anomaly for the YD and an
alternating behavior during H1 (Figure 2e).

The 𝜖Nd anomalies in the deep Pacific in experiment AMOC− can only partly be regarded as a direct
consequence of the NADW weakening. In our simulation, the AMOC weakening and the associated reor-
ganizations in the atmosphere result in a substantial strengthening of the meridional overturning in the
North Pacific (Figure 5k and green line in Figure 4c) which is qualitatively in good agreement with recon-
structions for Heinrich event 1 [Okazaki et al., 2010]. Details on the teleconnections that lead to a PMOC
strengthening can be found in Chikamoto et al. [2012]. With regard to changes in the deep Pacific 𝜖Nd
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values, an intensified PMOC works in the same direction as a NADW weakening as the transport of water
high in 𝜖Nd to water depths of 1000–2000 m in the North and South Pacific is substantially increased. In
order to elucidate the contribution of a stronger PMOC to the 𝜖Nd anomalies, an intensification of deep
water formation in the North Pacific was generated by FW extraction in this region (experiment: PMOC+,
Figures 4e and 5o). The overturning anomalies in the PMOC+ run are about 3 Sv stronger compared to the
ones generated by the simulated AMOC cessation. They cause a substantial increase in 𝜖Nd values in the
Pacific below 2000 m (Figure 5e). Figures 6k and 6m show that the magnitude and temporal evolution of
the deep North Pacific 𝜖Nd anomalies in AMOC− can mainly be attributed to the PMOC strengthening. In the
South Pacific, however, the increase in the PMOC cannot explain the magnitude of the anomalies (Figures 6u
and 6w). In this region the positive anomalies are mainly driven by the decreased supply of the negative
NADW end-member. Furthermore, a fraction of the FW forcing of the AMOC− simulation is advected from
the North Atlantic to the Southern Ocean and leads to a SOMOC weakening that results in positive 𝜖Nd

anomalies. Details on the effect of SOMOC anomalies will be given below.

Small positive 𝜖Nd anomalies in the deep North Atlantic (Figure 5f ) are generated by the fact that in response
to the PMOC strengthening the surface branch of the global conveyor belt weakens [Menviel et al., 2012]
which results in a reduction of NADW formation (Figure 4e).

The AMOC+ experiment is characterized by negative 𝜖Nd anomalies in almost the entire water column
(Figures 5c and 5d) as a strengthening in the NADW production (Figure 5n) increases the contribution of the
negative end-member to the global water mass distribution. In the Atlantic, the largest negative anomalies
of ∼4 𝜖 units are found at depths that are normally occupied by AABW. Figures 6b and 6g show that even the
increased decadal variability, which the stronger-than-normal AMOC causes, can be identified in the deep
North Atlantic 𝜖Nd anomalies. In the Pacific and the Indian Ocean (Figures 5c and 6l 𝛼) 𝜖Nd anomalies reach
−2 units. Here the temporal evolution of the anomalies is also influenced by the overturning in the South-
ern ocean that exhibits an alternating behavior over the first 1000 model years in response to the FW forcing
in the North Atlantic (Figure 4d). The simulated 𝜖Nd anomalies that occur in response to an AMOC weaken-
ing and strengthening, respectively, are qualitatively in very good agreement with the one presented by
Rempfer et al. [2012a] for their experiment NA2k030Sv that use alternating FW forcing in the North Atlantic
with an amplitude of 0.3 Sv and a period of 2000 years (their Figure 8).

Changes in the strength of the Southern Ocean meridional overturning (experiments SOMOC− and
SOMOC+) result in a seesaw pattern of simulated 𝜖Nd anomalies in the deep Pacific and the deep Atlantic,
respectively (Figures 5g–5j). Modern AABW is characterized by intermediate values of 𝜖Nd (−7 to −11) [Lacan
et al., 2012; Stichel et al., 2012; Carter et al., 2012]. Thus, a decrease (increase) in AABW formation leads to a
strengthened (weakened) influence of the two end-members of 𝜖Nd in the respective ocean basin. In partic-
ular, the North Pacific is subject to substantial 𝜖Nd anomalies. These results confirm the findings of Rempfer et
al. [2012a] that reported a similar Atlantic Pacific dipole response in 𝜖Nd for millennial-scale SOMOC changes
(their experiment SO2k030Sv and their Figure 11). Our simulation shows that a weakened AABW formation
causes a strong imprint on 𝜖Nd values in the South Atlantic at depths below 2000 m (Figure 6s). This chal-
lenges previous interpretations of data from the Cape Basin [Rutberg et al., 2000; Piotrowski et al., 2004, 2008]
that assumed temporal variations in 𝜖Nd to primarily reflect changes in NADW. For example, the Antarctic
Cold Reversal [Barker et al., 2009] around ∼14.5–13 k.a. B.P. may have been caused by a weakening of
the SOMOC generated by an instability of the Antarctic ice sheet [Weaver et al., 2003; Menviel et al., 2011].
Thus, it remains uncertain to what extent negative anomalies recorded in the core RC11-83 [Piotrowski et
al., 2004] (Figure 2q) around this time indicate an NADW strengthening or AABW weakening or a superpo-
sition of both. Our results—in line with the results of Rempfer et al. [2012a]—suggest a weakened SOMOC
and a strengthened AMOC, respectively, to generate anomalies of opposite sign in the deep North Pacific
(Figures 5c and 5g). Additional 𝜖Nd records from this region would help elucidate the potential individual
contributions of the two overturning cells.

6.2. Quantitative Reconstructions of MOC Changes Through 𝝐Nd Data
Thus far our results have helped to identify the transient basin-average response of 𝜖Nd to several ocean cir-
culation changes induced by FW forcing. Here we raise the question whether the temporal behavior of the
individual MOCs can be determined from compilations of paleo 𝜖Nd records from different regions. Figure 6,
for example, indicates that the shape of 𝜖Nd time series does not necessarily resemble the temporal evolu-
tion of the MOC indices. In fact, in the modeling study by Rempfer et al. [2012a] it was concluded that it is
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Figure 7. (a) Maximum of bottom cell explained variance (EVmax) in % derived from lagged local correlation between AMOC index and simulated 𝜖Nd for
experiment AMOC±m. (b) Bottom cell EVmax in % derived from lagged local correlation between SOMOC index and simulated 𝜖Nd for experiment SOMOC±m.
(c, d) Same as Figures 7a and 7b, respectively, for centennial-scale MOC variability (experiments: AMOC±c and SOMOC±c). Indices of Meridional Overturning
Circulation lead in lagged correlation.

difficult to derive the AMOC strength from 𝜖Nd, whereas a more pronounced relationship was found to exist
for the SOMOC. Our global modeling approach enables us to identify potentially promising future core loca-
tions and to elucidate the key spatial fingerprints of AMOC and SOMOC changes. This information can in
principle be used to invert 𝜖Nd records and to reconstruct past ocean circulation changes quantitatively.

The experiments AMOC±c, SOMOC±c, AMOC±m, and SOMOC±m were driven by alternating FW forcing
to generate 10 centennial- (AMOC±c and SOMOC±c) and one millennial-scale (AMOC±m and SOMOC±m)
weakening-strengthening cycle, respectively, over the course of 4000 model years. Figures 4h–4k shows
the time series of the MOC indices. Local correlations between the AMOC and SOMOC indices, respectively,
and the 𝜖Nd changes in the global model domain are then computed for the seafloor grid cells taking into
account potential lags of 0 to 200 (1000) years between the centennial (millennial)-scale MOC changes and
the simulated-𝜖Nd anomalies. In case of an alternating overturning in the North Atlantic, the maximum of the
explained variance (EV, square of the local correlation) at the seafloor occurs in the Atlantic and the Indian
Oceans (Figures 7a and 7c). Here the EV reaches values of 70–100% and is larger for the millennial-scale vari-
ability. The maximum of the EV in the Atlantic occurs at minimum lags of less than 300 years in the AMOC±m

run (not shown). The shortest lags occur around grid cells in the vicinity of the NADW Deep Western Bound-
ary Current (DWBC). The lags at which the 𝜖Nd responds to MOC changes are shorter than the advective
timescales for the respective locations. Due to the proximity of the DWBC to the influence of the conti-
nental 𝜖Nd signature, the seawater 𝜖Nd in the DWBC is given by a balance of the continental exchange and
the advective strength of the DWBC. Thus, it should be emphasized that the simulated lags in our experi-
ments also depend on the timescale of the highly uncertain BE processes. An AMOC weakening is quickly
communicated to other ocean basins via boundary waves, equatorial Kelvin waves, and westward prop-
agating Rossby waves [Kawase, 1987; Johnson and Marshall, 2002] and via atmospheric teleconnections
[Pahnke et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2008] leading to a fast adjustment of the strength of the DWBC (𝛿u⃗) and to a
change in the local 𝜖Nd advection-exchange balance: 𝛿u⃗ · ∇⃗𝜖Nd, where 𝜖Nd is the local long-term mean value
of 𝜖Nd in the DWBC. The effect of this advection-exchange balance on the timing of the development of
𝜖Nd anomalies can be identified beyond the DWBC. In case of our AMOC− run, 𝜖Nd anomalies occur in all
ocean basins with maximum lags of a few hundred years (Figures 6a, 6f, 6k, 6p, 6u, and 6z) which is short
compared to timescale of the AMOC anomaly of 3000 years even though the simulated deep Atlantic cir-
culation is extremely sluggish for this time. It must be noted that this behavior makes 𝜖Nd fundamentally
different from another relevant paleoproxy: benthic 𝛿18O. For the latter, the glacioeustatic component was
mainly injected into the North Atlantic, and its propagation time to the other ocean basins depends on the
state of the AMOC. A recent modeling study [Friedrich and Timmermann, 2012] reported a substantial delay
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in the propagation of the glacioeustatic signal from the North Atlantic source region to the deep ocean in
response to an AMOC weakening. The timescale of the delayed propagation that depends mainly on the
duration of the AMOC shutdown can thus reach several thousand years potentially compromising the appli-
cability of benthic 𝛿18O as a global chronostratigraphic correlation tool during times of large-scale ocean
circulation changes. In principle, combined, synchronous records of 𝜖Nd and benthic 𝛿18O would be helpful
to document the state of the overturning and lead-lag relationships during terminations.

The spatial patterns of the maximum EV at the seafloor differ substantially between the centennial-scale
and the millennial-scale AMOC variability in the Pacific. Here seafloor 𝜖Nd anomalies explain a large frac-
tion of the AMOC variability in case of millennial-scale changes, whereas the EV turns out to be marginal
in the AMOC±c simulation (Figures 7a and 7c). As explained above, in case of an AMOC weakening the 𝜖Nd

increase in the deep Pacific is largely driven by the development of a PMOC which lags the AMOC weaken-
ing by several hundred years (Figure 4h). In case of an AMOC strengthening 𝜖Nd values in the deep North
Pacific decrease with a delay of several hundred years (Figure 6l). In the millennial-scale experiment, both
delays in the 𝜖Nd response in the deep North Pacific are relatively short compared to the overall timescale
of the AMOC weakening-strengthening cycle. In case of the centennial-scale variability, however, the dura-
tion of the AMOC strengthening phase in the AMOC±c run turns out to be too short to cause a decrease
in deep North Pacific 𝜖Nd values. Thus, 𝜖Nd anomalies are mainly determined by the PMOC response during
the AMOC weakening phase. Figure 4i, however, exhibits that one PMOC strengthening cycle has the same
timescale as one AMOC weakening-strengthening cycle which leads to out-of-phase 𝜖Nd anomalies during
the strong AMOC phase.

The deep Pacific appears to be the most promising region for reconstructing the temporal evolution of over-
turning changes in the Southern Ocean from 𝜖Nd. Here seafloor 𝜖Nd changes can explain 70–90% of SOMOC
anomalies (Figures 7b and 7d). Local correlations in the deep Southern Ocean are substantially lower. The
reason for this counterintuitive behavior can mainly be found in the fact that the deep Southern Ocean
appears to be “saturated” with AABW regardless of the SOMOC strength. Thus, an increase in the SOMOC is
not reflected in deep Southern Ocean 𝜖Nd values (see also Figures 5i, 5j, 6t, and 6y). However, this behavior
may partly be caused by the simplified 𝜖Nd approach employed here.

Another interesting feature can be seen in the deep Atlantic. Figures 7b and 7d shows that EV is sub-
stantially higher for the centennial-scale SOMOC variability compared to millennial-scale changes. This
difference can be explained in terms of the different responses of the SOMOC to FW forcing on the longer
and shorter timescales. Figure 4j shows that the amplitude of the millennial-scale SOMOC weakening is
reduced by about 50% after ∼500 years although the FW forcing remains unchanged. A similar behavior can
be observed for the SOMOC strengthening. This indicates that internal reorganizations of the deep ocean
currents are at work that lead to a more complex response in the millennial-scale case compared to the
centennial-scale variability where the SOMOC closely follows the FW forcing.

In addition to the general overview given above, we specifically tested the locations of the cores that cur-
rently provide 𝜖Nd data for Termination I (Table S1 and Figure 2) with respect to their potential to reconstruct
AMOC and SOMOC changes. Table S1 shows the maximum correlations between the simulated MOC index
and the simulated 𝜖Nd anomalies at this model grid point and the lag at which this maximum correlation
is reached. The cores in the North Atlantic exhibit mainly very high correlations for an AMOC variability in
particular if this variability occurs on a millennial timescale. Here values are well above 0.8 irrespective of
the core location and depth. The lag at which this correlation is reached is small compared to the overall
timescale of the AMOC weakening-strengthening cycle. The North Pacific core seems to be well located to
capture AMOC changes. However, the restriction must be mentioned that, due to its shallow location, the
core may also be subject to 𝜖Nd anomalies caused by changes in dust deposition and river runoff that are
not taken into account in our simulation.

The core in the deep Indian Ocean exhibits the largest lag of 550 years, respectively, for detecting
millennial-scale AMOC changes and a very high correlation of −0.97.

The correlations reported in Table S1 for the model simulations with alternating FW forcing appear to be
promising for several core locations. For a reconstruction of past MOC changes, however, using more than
one core location will give a more robust result. Furthermore, according to our findings and the results of
Rempfer et al. [2012a] taking into account 𝜖Nd anomalies in the North Atlantic and North Pacific can help
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Figure 8. (a and b) Data used for fit and validation were taken from model runs of separate FW forcing of North Atlantic or Southern Ocean sinking regions.
(c and d) Validation against data of model runs of simultaneous FW forcing of North Atlantic or Southern Ocean sinking regions (Figures 4l and 4m). Overturning
cell and fitting techniques as indicated in the panels. See text, Table 2, and Figure 4 for details on the model simulations. Please see text for details and references
regarding the fitting techniques.

distinguish between AMOC and SOMOC changes. Thus, a methodology that combines different 𝜖Nd core
records would be desirable. For this procedure, we use two different nonparametric regression methods: the
Alternating Conditional Expectation Value (ACE) algorithm [Breiman and Friedman, 1985; Timmermann et al.,
2001] and a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [Kohonen, 1982; Friedrich and Oschlies, 2009a, 2009b]. Details on the
regression methods are provided in the supporting information.

The simulated MOC data and the simulated 𝜖Nd at the core locations from the following simulations: AMOC+,
AMOC−, PMOC+, SOMOC+, SOMOC−, AMOC±c, SOMOC±c, AMOC±m, and SOMOC±m were concatenated
providing a total of 34,800 model years. The core locations used for the accuracy assessment of the MOC
reconstruction were preselected according to their explained variance (Table S1), and cores from water
depths above 800 m were excluded as near surface processes such as dust input and river runoff are not
taken into account in our 𝜖Nd parametrization. Subsequently, different combinations of simulated 𝜖Nd data at
the sediment core locations (Figure 1) were tested with regard to the accuracy of the ACE- and SOM-derived
MOC reconstructions. Here we ensured that data from at least two different ocean basins were included.
Finally, a combination of three core locations for AMOC and SOMOC reconstructions, respectively, was iden-
tified. For the empirically derived AMOC, simulated 𝜖Nd data were used that correspond to the core locations
of ODP-980 (55.4833◦N/14.7000◦W), RC11-83 (41.0700◦S/9.7170◦E), and BOW-8A (54.7833◦N/176.9167◦E).
The modeled SOMOC was reconstructed using simulated 𝜖Nd data from the core locations KNR159-5
(27.8500◦S/46.7833◦W), BOW-8A (54.7833◦N/176.9167◦E), and SK129-CR2 (3.0000◦N/76.0000◦E). More
details on the core locations are provided in Figure 1 and Table 1.

Figures 8a and 8b show the quality of the simulated reconstructions when simultaneously occurring
changes in the AMOC and SOMOC are not explicitly taken into account. As anticipated from the correlations
presented in Table S1 skillful empirical MOC reconstructions can be achieved with both techniques. For the
simulated AMOC the correlation amounts to 0.86 (ACE) and 0.89 (SOM), respectively. The simulated SOMOC
can be empirically reconstructed with correlations of 0.83 (ACE) and 0.87 (SOM). The skill of the reconstruc-
tions heavily deteriorates when changes in the other overturning cells occur at the same time. Applying the
above mentioned fit to 𝜖Nd data of the model runs MIXVAR1 and MIXVAR2 results in substantially larger RMS
errors and substantially smaller correlations (Figures 8c and 8d).
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Figure 9. (a) Principal components of the first (red) and second (blue) EOF of Atlantic paleo 𝜖Nd records (Table 1) for the
Last Glacial Termination. The first (second) EOF explains 85% (5%) of the variance. (b) Pattern of the first EOF (circles)
and zonally averaged Atlantic 𝜖Nd anomalies (shaded) for an AMOC strengthening (experiment AMOC+, identical to
Figure 5d). The colorbar refers to the EOF pattern. Values for 𝜖Nd anomalies are given by the contour labels.

6.3. Implications for Termination I
Attempts have been made to reconstruct the overall chronology of millennial-scale changes in the North
Atlantic [McManus et al., 2004], the North Pacific [Okazaki et al., 2010], and Southern Ocean [Menviel et al.,
2011] overturning cells during the Last Glacial Termination. The well-known sequence of Heinrich Event 1,
Bølling Allerød/Antarctic Cold Reversal and the Younger Dryas can be distinguished in most 𝜖Nd records
from depths between 500 and 2200 m, and the sign of the recorded anomalies can be reproduced by our
simulated large-scale anomaly patterns. Numerous studies have reported a decrease in 𝜖Nd in various ocean
basins between the Last Glacial Maximum and the Holocene [Rutberg et al., 2000; Piotrowski et al., 2004;
Gutjahr et al., 2008; Piotrowski et al., 2009; Roberts et al., 2010; Horikawa et al., 2010; Piotrowski et al., 2012]
(Figure 2).

Overall, our model results clearly support the notion that this observed change can be attributed to an
increasing contribution of NADW to the water mass distribution of the deep ocean.

Figure 9 shows an empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of the Atlantic paleo 𝜖Nd records for Termination I
and compares the spatial pattern of the first EOF with the 𝜖Nd anomalies simulated for an AMOC strengthen-
ing (experiment AMOC+, same as in Figure 5d). The first EOF explains 85% of the total variance and exhibits
a transition toward more negative 𝜖Nd in the deep ocean over the course of Termination I. The beginning
of this transition coincides with the end of H1 (Figure 9a) in agreement with radiocarbon records of Barker
et al. [2010] that suggest a deepening of the AMOC around this time. The spatial pattern of the first EOF
(Figure 9b) is well reflected by the simulated 𝜖Nd anomaly pattern generated by an AMOC strengthening.
The increased contribution of the negative North Atlantic end-member leads to large negative 𝜖Nd anoma-
lies in the deep Atlantic and to weak positive anomalies in some regions of the upper water column of
the Atlantic.

The discrepancy around core ODP-980 can be partly explained by the zonal average shown in the figure. The
sign of the 𝜖Nd anomalies is consistent with the EOF pattern at the true core location of 14.7◦W (not shown).
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In addition it should be noted that core ODP-980 is located in a strong spatial gradient of continental
values of 𝜖Nd (Figure 1) which may lead to an intricate response to AMOC changes that cannot be fully
represented by the coarse-resolution Earth system model. The bottom topography around core BOFS-8K
is characterized by large spatial variability. The sea floor drops by about 3000 m over only ∼3◦ of
latitude—roughly the resolution of the ocean model—from the Rockall Bank to the core location. Thus, the
model simulation cannot capture the recorded response at the core location.

Overall, the amplitude of the 𝜖Nd anomaly in the deep Atlantic that occurs in response to an AMOC strength-
ening in our model simulation accounts for only half of the amplitude recorded in the 𝜖Nd cores. (Please note
that the spatial EOF1 pattern of the core data in Figure 9b needs to be multiplied with the PC1 in Figure 9a in
order to attain the full amplitude.) The next section seeks to explain this mismatch and discusses additional
challenges in the interpretation of modeled and recorded 𝜖Nd data.

6.4. Caveats, Limitations, and Implications for Interpreting Observed 𝝐Nd Data
Some caveats and inconsistencies on both the observational and modeling sides need to be discussed,
in order to interpret and evaluate our results in the context of observational records for the Last Glacial
Termination. On the modeling side it is mainly the parametrization of 𝜖Nd, the representation of global tele-
connections, and the overall model performance that contribute substantially to the robustness of the
simulated 𝜖Nd response to overturning changes and thus to its evaluation as a water mass tracer.

For example, one apparent discrepancy between the 𝜖Nd paleorecords and our simulations is the lack of
millennial-scale AMOC variability in most deep ocean cores during the Last Glacial Termination, whereas
high-simulated correlations are found for locations of cores deeper than 2500 m (Table S1) for the experi-
ments AMOC±c and AMOC±m. AMOC anomalies are estimated to have been in the order of 12–14 Sv for H1
and the Younger Dryas [Ritz et al., 2013] and are thus comparable to the ones generated in our simulations.
One reason may be the lack of temporal resolution in the deep ocean cores. Another potential explanation
can be found in the strong AMOC that governs the preindustrial setup of our experiments (Figure 4b). North
Atlantic overturning is believed to have been shallower during the LGM compared to the Holocene [Curry
and Oppo, 2005; Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 2007; Roberts et al., 2010; Lippold et al., 2012] reaching water depths
of only ∼2000 m. In a situation of a shallower North Atlantic overturning the overall contribution of a water
mass produced in the North Atlantic to the deep ocean would be smaller. Thus, a reduction or cessation of
a shallower North Atlantic overturning would not result in major changes of the deep ocean water mass
distribution and thus deep ocean 𝜖Nd values. We speculate that strong AMOC simulated in our preindus-
trial setup is also responsible for the underestimation of the 𝜖Nd anomaly during an AMOC strengthening.
The amplitude simulated in response to an AMOC strengthening reaches ∼2–3 units in most regions of the
deep Atlantic with a maximum of 5.5 units at 30◦N below 4000 m (Figure 9b, shaded values). The decrease
in 𝜖Nd recorded in the cores (Figure 2) that is usually interpreted as a stronger influence of NADW in the deep
Atlantic is in the order of ∼3–6 units.

The parametrization of 𝜖Nd BE in our experiments also adds to the uncertainties in the 𝜖Nd response. As
pointed out above, the temporal evolution of 𝜖Nd in particular in the vicinity of BE grid points is largely
determined by the strength of advection, the 𝜖Nd value of the advected water, and the strength of the BE.
Therefore, both magnitude and timescale of the 𝜖Nd response to overturning changes are functions of the
BE parametrization. In view of evidence for spatially varying BE [Wilson et al., 2013] and influence of BE at
depths of 4000 m [Wilson et al., 2012] which are not taken into account in our simulations, future studies are
needed to reassess the robustness of the results.

The representation of global teleconnections in the atmosphere and the ocean (e.g., the response of wind
fields and moisture transport to changes in sea surface temperature) has also an impact on the simu-
lated response to overturning changes and hence the one of simulated 𝜖Nd. For example, our results reveal
strong and deep-reaching positive 𝜖Nd anomalies in the North Pacific in response to an AMOC shutdown
(Figure 5a). These anomalies are in agreement with the results of Rempfer et al. [2012a] and are caused by
a strengthening of the PMOC. In case of Rempfer et al. [2012a], however, the absence of a dynamical atmo-
spheric model component a PMOC strengthening response requires an arbitrary retuning of the model’s
FW balance. It must be noted that the timing and magnitude of the PMOC strengthening and its overall
geometry are highly uncertain and model dependent [Chikamoto et al., 2012].
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The search for promising core locations turns out to be more difficult than what can be assessed in the con-
text of our idealized modeling study. Our modeling results indicate that the North Atlantic DWBC is a very
promising location to detect AMOC changes through 𝜖Nd records. The core 51GGC (32.7840◦N/76.2863◦W,
1790 m) was taken in the DWBC [Gutjahr et al., 2008]. Unfortunately, potential 𝜖Nd changes due to varia-
tions in the water mass distributions may have been—according to Gutjahr et al. [2008]—compromised by
sediment contributions from shallower waters.

An important question that remains is, how much did a potential decrease in AABW formation over the
course of Termination I contribute to the observed shift in deep ocean 𝜖Nd? In the deep Atlantic, both
an AMOC strengthening and a SOMOC weakening result in simulated negative 𝜖Nd anomalies (see also
Figures 5d and 5h). Additional paleorecords of 𝜖Nd from the deep North Pacific may help to better constrain
the role of AABW changes during the Last Glacial Termination as our results suggest that SOMOC and AMOC
changes, respectively, are generating 𝜖Nd anomalies of opposite sign in this region (Figures 5c and 5g).
The fact that the modeling study by Rempfer et al. [2012a] came to a similar result based on a different
model and a different parametrization of the Nd cycle provides further confidence to this conclusion and
our simplified modeling approach.

7. Conclusions

The main findings of our model simulations can be summarized as follows:

1. Our modeling results exhibit substantial 𝜖Nd anomalies in response to MOC changes.
2. An AMOC weakening results in a reduced supply of the negative NADW end-member and thus in positive
𝜖Nd anomalies below 1000 m. The formation of a PMOC that occurs in response to the AMOC weakening
contributes substantially to the large positive 𝜖Nd anomalies in the deep North Pacific.

3. Changes in the strength of Southern Ocean overturning result in a Pacific-Atlantic dipole pattern of deep
ocean 𝜖Nd anomalies with a weakening of the SOMOC leading to negative 𝜖Nd anomalies in deep Atlantic
and positive 𝜖Nd anomalies in deep Pacific.

4. Changes in the strength of the AMOC and the SOMOC, respectively, can be reconstructed using empir-
ical methods with high accuracy from 𝜖Nd records in our simulations when the overturning anomalies
occur separately.

5. In case of overturning anomalies that occur simultaneously in the North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean
the skill of the empirical reconstructions is heavily deteriorated.

6. The local 𝜖Nd values are mainly determined by an advection-exchange balance which leads to fast devel-
opment of 𝜖Nd anomalies in response to overturning changes even in a state of a relatively sluggish
deep ocean circulation. This makes the response characteristics of 𝜖Nd fundamentally different from the
glacioeustatic 𝛿18O signal whose propagation after an injection into the North Atlantic heavily depends
on the strength of mean advection.

7. The decrease in deep Atlantic 𝜖Nd over the course of the Last Glacial Termination is indicative of an increas-
ing AMOC. However, our results also show that a decreasing SOMOC is acting in the same direction.
Additional records from the deep North Pacific may help to determine the contribution of potential
changes in Southern Ocean overturning.

The results of our idealized freshwater discharge experiments show the large potential of 𝜖Nd records to
act as a proxy for past ocean circulation changes in large parts of the seafloor. However, the potential of
“contamination” of 𝜖Nd data by terrigenous input and redistribution of sediments complicates the search
for optimal sediment core locations, and simultaneously occurring overturning changes can make the
interpretation of 𝜖Nd records challenging.
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